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Being a new product on the South African market, 
there is a few things to know before using and 
installing recycled rubber products. 
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BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

 

Canada and America were at the fore front of developing high quality products from recycled rubber 

tires. Some successful experiments date back as early as the 70’s. 

When conducting research, A visit was made to one of these companies in Canada and a lot was learnt 

about the manufacturing equipment, process and applications of these products. 

Some of the products were in the market for about 20 years with very positive feedback from the 

market. Most of the pavements or sidewalks are done with recycled rubber paving due to the many 

benefits. 

Did you know? The Interlinking I-Mat was used in the people’s park in the 2010 Winter Olympics in 

Vancouver! 

How do we get from tyre to product? 

Massive shredding machines are used to completely shred the tyres into different sizes. These 
machines also remove the steel radials and nylon embedded in the tyres. The resulting product is 
called recycled rubber crumb and has various uses. EnviroBuild uses this crumb in a certain size, add 
a new binding agent and a colour pigment and then re-vulcanize new products in different shapes. 
Vulcanization requires a lot of temperature and pressure over a certain time to form and mould rubber 
products. See the interesting video below by clicking on the link. (https://youtu.be/zMxgRGmmpsk) 

             

                                                           

https://youtu.be/zMxgRGmmpsk
https://youtu.be/zMxgRGmmpsk
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ADVANTAGEOUS 

 

When compared to conventional cement or clay paving, recycled rubber products have several unique 

practical advantages, as has been tested and proven in Canada and North America for more than two 

decades. 

1> Eco-Friendly 

We care for our planet. EnviroBuild products are made from 90% recycled rubber truck tyres and are 

100% recyclable at end of life! 

2> Durable - Does not break or crack under force 

EnviroBuild products are made from recycled rubber vehicle tyres. This makes the products extremely 

tough as they can be bent and handled without cracking or breaking like conventional cement 

products.  They can also be installed on an uneven surface without the risk of cracking or breaking. 

3> Cost 

Normally contractors allow for up to 5% breakage during transport and installation. With EnviroBuild 

products this is not a problem anymore. Due to the lower weight you can transport up to 60% more 

square meters than conventional paving. 

4> Low Maintenance - Easily cleaned in case of spillage 

As the products are made from rubber it is not permeable and does not allow contaminants or oil to 

be absorbed. Any product spilled can easily be wiped of or hosed down leaving no permanent staining 

of your paving. 

5> Safety 

Recycled rubber paving has been extensively tested and used in Canada and North America and 

complies with both wet and dry pedestrian sidewalk and pathway standards. 

Impact Attenuation - The impact of a fall is greatly reduced and thus much less likely to break a bone 

than conventional paving. This makes it perfect for paving around shopping centres, old age homes, 

etc. where safety is a priority. 
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6> Noise reduction 

EnviroBuild paving is ideal for applications where a certain degree of sound deadening is required. For 

instance, on floors in multi-storey buildings. 

7> Improved installation 

Envirobuild products can easily be cut with a utility or carpet knife resulting in no noise pollution due 

to angle grinders when sizing conventional pavers. This also results in very little dust pollution 

compared to a conventional paving installation.  

8> Fast installation time 

The interlinking IMat install very fast as you lay down ±1 m² at a time in an interlinked design. 

9> Interlinked design 

The I-mat is perfect for sloped areas as the whole paved area becomes one as all the individual mats 

are interlinked. This interlinked design also prevents edge creeping in heavy traffic and heavy rain 

areas. 
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PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture Short Code Pattern / Finish Application

1 R-20
For tiling on top of a solid base, ie.: cemented floor. 

*Needs a suitable adhesive.

2 R-35

3 R-50

4 DB-20
For tiling on top of a solid base, ie.: cemented floor. 

*Needs a suitable adhesive.

5 DB-35

6 DB-50

Picture Short Code Pattern / Finish Application

7 TB-20

8 TB-35

9 TB-20SS
An impact attenuating base for use around jungle gyms, 

trampoloines , etc.

10 TB-35SS

11 TB-50SS

12 QS-25 Smooth / Plain

500x500 Tile, smooth, with edging.

Application is same as above but softer, which makes it 

ideal for play areas.

13 QS-25SS
An impact attenuating base for use around jungle gyms, 

trampoloines , etc.

14 QS-35SS

Critical Fall Height as per SANS 51176:

25mm = 1.1m

35mm = 1.4m

Dogbone

Rubber Pavers

Twin Brick

Safe & Soft

Smooth / Plain

Safe & Soft

Pedestrian walkways and light 

vehicle traffic, ie.: driveways.

Pedestrian walkways and light 

vehicle traffic, ie.: driveways.

Rubber Tiles

Workshops, Gyms, Patio's, around Jacuzzi's, etc. Must be 

used as tiling on a solid base, ie.: cement floor. *Needs a 

suitable adhesive.

Twin Brick

Rectangular

Critical Fall Height as per SANS 51176:

20mm = 0.9m

35mm = 1.4m

50mm = 1.8m
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A range of chemicals to use with EnviroBuild products are available and will affect your warranty: 

✓ UV Sealer 

✓ Primers for concrete, bitumen and wood. 

✓ Adhesives 

✓ Solvents 

Raw materials for “Wet-pour” applications: 

✓ Safe crumb (Rubber crumb) in various colours 

✓ Binder 

Available colours for all products: 

            

Picture Short Code Pattern / Finish Application

15 IM-20

16 IM-35

17 IM-20SS
An impact attenuating base for use around jungle gyms, 

trampoloines , etc.

18 IM-35SS

19 IM-50SS

20 DBI-20 Dogbone
Dogbone shaped Insert for I-Mat.

Application same as above.

21 DBI-35 Dogbone
Dogbone shaped Insert for I-Mat.

Application same as above.

Interlinking I-Mat

Standard

I-pattern

Safe & Soft

Standard

I-pattern

Critical Fall Height as per SANS 51176:

20mm = 0.9m

35mm = 1.4m

50mm = 1.8m

Pedestrian walkways and light 

vehicle traffic, ie.: driveways.
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LONGEVITY AND WARRANTY 

 

Recycled rubber products have been in use overseas for more than 20 years with a very good track 

record. Due to our harsh climate conditions in South Africa we should expect a reduced life 

expectancy. EnviroBuild did however develop sealers that will greatly enhance the life expectancy of 

our products in exterior applications. 

All our products are moulded using high temperatures and pressures in a closely controlled process 

so that every EnviroBuild product has the same high density and hard-wearing properties. Combined 

with an EnviroBuild approved adhesive, our pavers/tiles give a surface with unequalled performance 

when subjected to the wear and tear of play areas, workshops, entertainment areas, gyms, etc. 

Warranty: 

Interior = 8 years 

Exterior = 5 years (UV sealer applied) 

Against crumbing, curling and excessive fading. 

*This is subject to correct installation and fair wear and tear, although the serviceable life could be 

ten years or more.  
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INSTALLATION 

 

EnviroBuild products can be installed by professional contractors or by voluntary labour over any solid 

sub-base, including concrete, asphalt, bricks or crushed rock. No special tools or skills are needed. Due 

to the ease of installation our products are perfect for the DIY enthusiast. However large and complex 

areas should rather be left for installation by a certified EnviroBuild Installer (List available).  

EnviroBuild recycled rubber products are perfect for interior use as an impact attenuating product in 

a playroom flooring and exterior use as a paving (driveway, around pool, etc.) or flooring (veranda, 

patio, etc.) product.  

EnviroBuild products thinner than 30mm require a solid sub-base. For example, a solid concrete floor 

or a solid wooden floor, etc. If the area is contained by means of a wall or proper edging system, no 

adhesive is required. If there is no bordering or edging, then an EnviroBuild approved adhesive is 

required.  

EnviroBuild products thicker than 30mm, require the same preparation as for conventional paving. 

For example, a levelled area, compacted with crusher dust and a layer of river sand – depending on 

the type of traffic, i.e.: pedestrian or light vehicle. This needs to be done to the relevant industry 

standards (SANS1200ME/SANS1200MJ). No adhesive is required for this application. It is important to 

have a proper bordering or edging system to contain the paved area. For example, a solid concrete 

kerb all around when paving.  

Note: EnviroBuild products are not suitable for heavy vehicle traffic. When heavy trucks turn, the 

surface pressure is extremely high and in our hot weather will cause the paving to lift and eventually 

damage it. 

Can the products be loose laid on sand? Yes......but we don't recommend it. The impact absorption 

ability of pavers installed over a soft base such as sand will become lower over time as the sand moves 

and packs down. Subsidence of the base in high-traffic areas at the bottom of slides, under swings and 

around roundabouts etc., will cause puddles to remain after rain. 
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General Notes 

EnviroBuild recycled rubber tiles are moulded rubber products and for the best results MUST be laid 

using different techniques from those commonly used for brick or clay tiles or other floor coverings. 

Thermal expansion and contraction may result in excessive gaps unless these Installation Instructions 

are followed. 

• Inherent to re-vulcanizing of recycled rubber, tiles have slightly varying dimensions – industry 

standard is up to 3%! Our tolerance specification is ±5mm over 1m. 

• Follow recommended laying procedure to minimise gaps. 

• Some tiles are porous and absorb water that can cause expansion of up to 2% (i.e. up to 20mm per 

metre). 

• Tiles must not be allowed to get wet before installation. 

• Tiles should be stored in the shade before installation. 

• Some tiles have an open surface that will absorb builder's dust, paint etc. and paved areas should 

be covered after installation if other building trades are still working (or walking) over them. 

 

Sub-base Preparation 

 

Concrete, Timber, Ceramics and Bricks 
• Surface should be smooth, clean, dry and not flaky. All dust and dirt must be swept away. 

• Old concrete surfaces may need some repair before application of adhesive and tiles; e.g. chip away 
loose material, fill and smooth out gaps or cavities, scrape or sand off old bituminous type adhesives. 

• Where the concrete surface has deteriorated, faulty material must be removed by either a 
mechanical scarifier, sand blasting or washing with 15% hydrochloric acid and water solution. 

• Remove all heavy grime and laitance with a wire brush. 

• Dusty, sandy or porous surfaces should be treated with a suitable primer-sealer. Allow primer to dry 
thoroughly before applying adhesive. 

• The surface should have a slight gradient to ensure adequate drainage - 1% on pathways and 3% on 
large areas is sufficient. Ensure water either runs off the surface or has a drainage outlet under the 
tiles. Tiles should not be left to sit in pools of water, even if stuck with a full spread of adhesive. 

• Use a wood float or broom to finish new concrete surfaces. Do not leave a steel float finish. 
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• New concrete slabs should be allowed to cure for at least 28 days before applying adhesive. 

• Highly glazed ceramic tiles must be lightly sanded to give the adhesive a 'key'. 

• The tops of all bricks or tiles must be level. Ensure that joins in the rubber tiles do not sit immediately 
above a mortar or grout line in the bricks or tiles. If this cannot be avoided, the grout should be filled 
and made level with the top of the brick or tile surface. It is the installer's responsibility to make sure 
all surfaces are in suitable condition to ensure good adhesion. If in any doubt as to the adhesion, a test 
is advised. EnviroBuild will not accept any responsibility for the results of installation over 
inappropriately prepared sub-bases. 

 

Conventional paving on a compacted base 
When doing a conventional paving installation all preparation and installation must be done to the 
following national standards: 

Preparation: SANS1200ME 

Installation: SANS1200MJ 

Copies are easily downloaded from SABS Webstore. 

 

Remember: The quality of installation depends 90% on the surface preparation. 

 

Laying Tiles - "Loose" Laying 

All EnviroBuild products are vulcanized moulded products. They change shape as they cool after 

removal from the mould. All tiles have a production tolerance of +/- 3mm over 1000mm in all 

dimensions. This means that thickness and length differences may occur between tiles. We 

recommend that all tiles be "loose laid" on the prepared surface before any adhesive is used. Tiles 

should be moved to minimise differences between adjacent tiles, lifted to spread adhesive, and then 

re-laid in exactly the same pattern. 

Gaps between tiles can be minimised by: 

• laying in "brickbond" or off-set pattern so that only two corners meet, rather than four corners. 

• inspecting the results of the "loose laying" and moving tiles until all gaps are minimised. 
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Where to start laying 

Rubber tiles often require laying to be started in a different place from cement tiles, ceramic or vinyl 

tiles due to: 

• Some tiles have hollows underneath that will be exposed if a cut tile is laid at the edge of a platform. 

• When a coloured tile is cut, the cut edge is darker than the surface of the new tile. If laying on a 

raised terrace do not have cut edges of tiles along the edge of the terrace that is seen from outside. 

Irregular layouts should be drawn on squared paper before installation to minimise the number of 

small pieces of tile laid in high wear areas. 

• Arrange the “brickbond” pattern so that the straight lines are ACROSS the longest axis. 

• The first run of tiles must be laid ACCURATELY. Use a chalk line, positioned to allow for any cut-ins 

for doors, etc. or wall misalignment. 

• All tiles should be laid as tightly together as possible. Tiles should be "kicked" together – slightly 

compressed, but not too much. 

• If laying on or towards a sloping surface. ALWAYS start at the bottom as tiles are likely to slide before 

the adhesive cures, leaving gaps at the top. 

 

Cutting tiles 

When loose laying, cut all tiles in dry before adhesive is spread. Pre-cut tiles can then be perfectly 

placed on the adhesive. Tiles may be cut to fit the desired area with different tools available on the 

market: 

✓ a sharp blade utility knife (such as a StanleyTM knife) 

✓  a jig-saw fitted with a sharp, flat (not serrated) jig-saw blade, “Clean Cut for wood” 

✓ A Mitre circular saw fitted with a blade for cutting wood 

When cutting with a knife, bend the tile backwards to open-up the cut to reduce friction on the blade 

and prevent hogging. 

To fit around the uprights of Playground Equipment, etc. make a straight cut in from the edge which 

will carry the least traffic, then cut around the shape of the upright. Fill any gaps around the uprights 
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with suitably coloured sealant such as Fullers "Caulk in Colour" available in several colours, or with a 

“wet-pour” rubber mixture (also available from Envirobuild.). 

EnviroBuild recommends that tiles are installed after all other trades have finished. If this is not 

possible, protect new tiles with plastic sheets until the project is complete. Ground-in builder's dust is 

almost impossible to fully clean. 

 

Adhesive 

Adhesive is available from EnviroBuild or an EnviroBuild approved adhesive must be used. 

Coverage: Allow adhesive coverage of approximately 1.5m2 per kg. This will vary according to surface 

condition. Rough surfaces will require more adhesive. 

For applications where the surface temperature of the sub-base is over 15°C,  a two-part epoxy 

adhesive specially formulated to withstand the forces generated by rubber tiles must be used. Most 

adhesives have a "Pot Life" of about 15 minutes at 25°C, plus an open time of a further 30 minutes 

once poured out of the bucket. Full cure is not achieved until after to 2 days @ 15°C or 1 day @ 25°C. 

Below about 10°C curing will be suspended and a poor bond will result. If the surface temperature of 

your sub-base is likely to fall below 10°C within 8 hours of laying, we recommend the use of our Low 

Temperature Adhesive which will cure in temperatures down to 0°C. 

 

Important Notes 

Unlike contact adhesives, Epoxy and Polyurethane adhesives have low initial "tack". The adhesive 

relies upon the thickness of the adhesive film to hold down the tile so each tile MUST be pressed down 

firmly (walk all over them with clean shoes) or rolled into the adhesive as it is laid. 

• If necessary, weights should be placed on corners until partial curing occurs if there is ANY sign of 

lifting during laying. 

• If there is any slope, always start laying at the bottom of the slope. (The tiles are likely to "creep" 

down the slope before the adhesive cures, leaving gaps, if you start at the top). 

• Don’t allow any traffic on the tiles for at least 8 hours after laying to allow the adhesive to cure to a 

reasonable strength level. 
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• If mounting onto a wall, EVERY tile must be fully pressed against the wall over its entire surface until 

the adhesive is cured. 

Start from the bottom and lay only one layer and then put the bracing in place for every tile before 

starting the next row. 

 

Laying tiles on Steps 

EnviroBuild tiles can be successfully installed on steps and landings as follows: 

• If the "riser" (the front of the step) is to be covered with tiles, this must be done before tiles are 

installed on the step surface. Any excess adhesive that runs off the bottom will be covered later by 

the tile on the top of the step. 

• The riser must be cut accurately to be level with the surface of the step. 

• Do not have cut edges of tiles on the edge of the step. The moulded edge is stronger and looks much 

better. 

• Allow for the thickness of the riser and cut two pieces from each tile for the step then cut the risers 

from the piece that is left. 

• Tiles must be glued to the step surface. 

• The front edge of the tile must not protrude over the front of the riser. 

• We recommend that a conventional stair nosing be screwed through the tile and into the step. 

 

Laying tiles without Adhesive - indoors only 

EnviroBuild do not recommend laying tiles outdoors without adhesive, but indoor installations will 

generally be successful if the following instructions are followed: 

• If tiles are to be "loose laid" in a dry, temperature-controlled area, we suggest that all tiles are 

acclimatised. Remove them from the pallets and spread them around the room where they will be 

laid, for at least 24 hours prior to being cut in. 

• If the completed installation is contained within a framework using either walls or edge strips, a gap 

of at least 10mm per linear metre should be left on at least two sides of the paved area to allow for 
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any movement that may occur due to temperature differences. Fill this gap a few days later, once the 

tiles have stabilised in their new environment.  

• If there is any subsequent movement of tiles, double-sided carpet tape will usually hold them in 

place. EnviroBuild also supplies the well-known Eco-Lay Instalay™ manufactured from recycled rubber 

tires. This underlay has a stick-and-peel side for easy installation. 
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MAINTAINANCE 

There are several ways of maintaining rubber paving/flooring and the options are set out below. Select 
the method that best suits your equipment and labour resources. 

✓ Pavers installed outside or in internal wet areas should be subject to the occasional hose 
down. Allow draining and drying. (Do not use high pressure equipment e.g. Karcher, Gurni 
etc.) 
 

✓ If the pavers are soiled, remove excess solids, then scrub with a soft brush plus biodegradable 
detergent and bactericide. Hose down and allow the area to drain. 
 

✓ Chewing gum removal: Remove Chewing Gum from your Rubber Surface with a Freeze Spray. 
Freeze the affected area by applying the Spray then remove gum by hammering surface until 
gum shatters and falls away. 
 

✓ To remove loose leaves, sand, dust, tanbark or pine chips, simply sweep the area with a 
broom. 
 

✓ Dusty internal pavers can be vacuum cleaned and then wiped over with a damp 'sponge style' 
mop. Cotton rope mops are not recommended. 
 

✓ Internal and external pavers can be maintained with a 'wet & dry' vacuum cleaner system 
using clean warm or cold water. Do use proprietary cleaners supplied with these systems but 
be certain the pH is around 8 - that is neutral. Do not use industrial sweepers and cleaners 
fitted with hard brushes. 
 

✓ Cigarette burns will not damage the structure of rubber pavers but will cause some minor loss 
of pigment on coloured pavers. We recommend owners actively encourage users to treat 
pavers with the respect due to any high-quality flooring system. 

 


